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Background
• Since EURef, studies suggest socio-demographic divides hardened, have emerged new
divides between Remainers & Leavers and our views on Brexit more polarised (e.g.
Curtice & Tipping 2019; Goodwin and Ford 2017; Hobolt 2018; Tilley & Hobolt 2018).
• Such changes are impacting on voting behaviour, prompting Remainers and Leavers to
question traditional loyalties and reshaping patterns of support (BES, etc.)
• 2017 GE saw Conservatives poll stronger in Leave Land but fall back in ‘Remainia’;
Labour advanced more evenly but especially strong gains in Remain areas, among Lib
Dem and Green voters (Heath & Goodwin 2017; Mellon et al. 2019)

Share of vote for two main parties (GE & EP)

In earlier decades voters ‘locked in’ to two party system but much less true today; at 2019 EP election support
plummeted to 23%, lowest since arrival of current two-party system (Cutts et al. 2019)

Context: EP Elections 2019
• EP2019 contributes to this debate, seen widely as proxy second referendum
• Took place amid failure of parliament to agree on withdrawal and relatively
stable public opinion context on Brexit
• Delivered latest ‘shock’; six-week-old pro-WTO Brexit Party topped polls,
strong pro-Remain/2nd EURef Lib Dems second, Labour third, Greens fourth,
Cons fifth
• Reflected broader fragmentation of British politics: rise of ‘challengers’
coming at expense of established main parties, resurgent populism

Key Questions
• Did disillusioned Leavers turn out in droves or abstain? What is the turnout story?
• Did Remainers mobilise, using EP election to voice support for 2nd referendum?
• Where did Brexit Party get votes from –core ‘left behind’ electorate or widening reach by downplaying
immigration and focusing solely on anti-establishment?
• Was Labour damaged by Brexit Party in traditional heartlands and/or pro-Remain Lib Dems/Greens?
• Did Conservatives suffer from defections to Brexit Party or ‘One Nation’ Tories decamping to resurgent
Lib Dems, or both?
• Overall, do results signal hardening of divides in “Brexit Britain”?
• We answer these questions by drawing on aggregate voting data and census info at local authority level
in GB (we exclude Northern Ireland)

The parties in the (European Parliament) polls, March 29 – May 22nd 2019

Change in the Vote 2014-2019, boxplots

Box plots indicate how much vote share changed on average across authorities and how
much change varied between authorities. Horizontal line in middle of box indicates
median change in share for each party across authorities. Parties that unambiguously
backed 2nd EUREF (LD, Green, SNP, PC and Change), ‘Remain Alliance’, gained avg of 21
points in each authority. No Deal PARTIES (BP, UKIP; BXP+) gained avg 8 points. Cons (15.6) lost much more than BP (+8.5). Lib Dems (+12.8) and Greens (+4.0) combined
gained much more than Lab lost (-10.3). “Brexit only” takes too simplistic.

UK and average EU turnout, 1979-2019

Turnout 37%, second highest since 1979 though well below elsewhere.
Outside of NI, London recorded highest, West Mids lowest. Turnout up
3.6 points in councils that did not have 2014 local elections but 0.25
points in places that did; turnout up 5.7 points in areas where neither
local election in 2014 or 2019, reflecting stronger engagement

Turnout change 2014-2019 by % Leave in 2016

There is relatively strong and negative relationship between change in
turnout and Leave vote; turnout decreased more in local areas that
had voted more heavily for Leave. Turnout up by 2 points in 50-60%
Leave areas but 60%+ was down -0.5. Turnout up 5.5 in strong Remain
and +4.1 in moderate Remain. OLS confirms people living in places
which had given strong support to Leave less likely to vote than in past
& while controlling for socio-demographics

Support for UKIP 2014 and Brexit Party 2019

An incredibly strong (R2=0.96) positive relationship between support
for Brexit Party 2019 and UKIP 2014. Farage cannibalised UKIP vote
and also followed core vote strategy. Of 23 rallies held by Brexit Party
only 3 took place in areas where a majority had not voted Leave and
nine in areas that had given UKIP 2014 below average support.

Vote Change 2014-2019 & Support for Leave

Brexit Party did improve on UKIP share in 2014. Moderate (R2-0.34) and positive relationship
between advance of Brexit Party and % who voted Leave in 2016. Suggests hardening of
relationship between national populism and Leavers. BP gained 4 points on UKIP in places
where Leave vote 50% but 6 points where Leave vote 60%. Correlation BP/Leave stronger.

Vote Change 2014-2019 & Support for Leave

Swing to Lib Dems in places that voted Remain but relationship not very strong across
country as whole (stronger in England than Scotland/Wales). Where Leave vote 50% Lib
Dems gained average of 14 points but where Leave 40% gained 16 points. But association
between support for BP/Leave stronger than Lib Dems/Remain, suggesting non-Brexit factors

Conservative losses, Brexit Party Gains & the Lib Dem Advance

Not much evidence BP gained at expense of Cons, suggests Cons who were going to defect to
Farage had already done so in 2014, and latest revolt on the right did not make much
difference to overall Con vote share (vs 2014). More evidence Lib Dems inflicted direct
damage (R2 = 0.42) and lesser extent Greens (R2 = 0.11). Point to importance of sequencing.
Cons now being attacked on two flanks in Leave and Remain areas.

Labour Losses, BP Gains and the Lib Dem Advance

Not a clear cut story, further work needed. No significant relationship between BP gains and
Lab losses and only weak relationship between LD gains (but vs 2014, not 2017). Lab could
well be facing different pressures in different areas. Find stronger relationship in left behind,
less well educated areas where BP hitting Labour. OLS suggests Lab lost ground in heartlands
to BNP and also where Lab did well in 2017, especially younger areas.

Drivers of Lab and Con vote change (England only), EP 2014-2019

Significant interaction between BP vote change & education. In high educated areas increase in BNP support does
not hurt Lab but does in left behind areas. Suggests BP does represent threat to Lab in heartlands. No significant
effect of LD vote change on Lab change in vote share but comparing 2014-2019, before 2017 gains. Significant
negative effect for Lib Dem change on Con vote change but not BP.

Final thoughts
• Clearly, both Con and Lab are now under palpable electoral pressure to solve Brexit
while the ‘end game’ could yet exert profound effects on their evolution (survival?)
• Conservatives have so far failed to win back disillusioned Leavers but have now also
alienated another group of voters in more affluent heartlands where, in 2019,
significant numbers appear to have decamped to Lib Dems
• Huge question mark over Labour’s constructive ambiguity; now coming under much
more pressure from Brexit Party in less well educated, left behind heartlands but
also losing newer support, esp. in younger areas. The electorate Corbyn rallied in
2017 appears to be falling apart …
• Lib Dems have big opportunity – could yet exact revenge for the 2015 ‘decapitation
strategy’ by appealing to disillusioned Remainers
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Intended (Westminster) Vote Choice of 2017 Conservative Voters; @GoodwinMJ

Two-party share of the vote, 1918-2017

2017; with a combined 82.4% share, two main parties received their largest combined share of the vote since 1970, and
with 26.5 million votes they received more votes than at any previous election since 1951; (Heath & Goodwin, 2017)

THE 2017 GE RESULT

Correlates of vote change for Con & Lab at constituency level, 2017 GE.
Eng & Wales only (Heath and Goodwin, 2017)

2017 Support for Conservatives and Labour by Remain/Leave

Estimated support for leave and change in support for Lab and Con
(Heath and Goodwin 2017; data via Hanretty, 2017)

Change in support for UKIP and change in support for Lab & Con

Not much of a pattern between UKIP & Labour. UKIP needed to lose close to 10
points before Tories saw increase in share of the vote (Heath and Goodwin 2017)

